12-1-17 Stephen Cipes- All One Era Book
(Conference call with Stephen Cipes in Kelowna, Sean in Salmon Arm and Judith in Chimayo
at 7:00 am PST)
J: …because I want to take time with this book and because I have had some big challenges
energetically, that, as I opened the book shortly before our phone call, and I’m reading the
introduction that you’ve written, as I began reading I knew to call you. It's 8:08 am MST now.
This is what I need to share with you:
The scriptures in this book are utilizing the same mathematical formulas of the ancient texts of
light that open up a realm of conscious vibration with the Infinite Oneness. Remember that you
made a vow to humanity to awaken within each individual the power of the God Force.
St: Yes that’s what we are here to do.
J: The mathematical formulas in this book contain the God Code. They trigger the God Code
in human consciousness, Stephen. The book is a portal.
St: Beautiful, thank you, Judith. So glad that you see it. So few see what I see that I have put
through with my capitol S Self.
J: It is pure alchemy and written in a way that it is accessible to the mind and the heart and the
soul because the personality can identify with experiences. And through the identity with
experiences, the individual is able to find a field of relativity with the vast principle of light that is
represented in this book. It is that field of relativity that facilitates -- more than facilitates -- it
makes it possible for the human soul to bridge the energy to the personality and support the
mental. That is very important, Stephen, to your mission.
St: I didn't write that part down.
J: Don't worry, everything is being recorded.
St: This is beautiful to hear.
J: I am so affected by holding the book. I am grateful that you ‘Fed Exed’ it to me, because I
could not have possibly felt the vast power of this manuscript without holding it in my hands.
That’s why it’s so important that so many people hold this book in their hands. You’re being
compelled by a divine force that is multidimensional. That divine force is brothers and sisters of
light and love in the multidimensional reality who are singing the praises of the divinity of the
human soul.
Stephen, everything that has been spoken of who you were in the life of Moses has everything
to do with the power of the Scriptures of Light in this manuscript to liberate humanity and lead
them out of the bondage of separation.
St: That is just what I wanted to say in my book. And like you say, to be said in a way that is
humanly acceptable.
J: And accessible, because there are many people who will be drawn to the ‘realness’ of you as a human

and the way that you present yourself as being perfect and imperfect, as not above another human being,
but the way that you present yourself with love. Those people may not read the Nag Hammadi Gospels.
They may not read Yogananda's book -- but they can pick up this book. And making it available,
reasonable, to a lot of people will have an effect on human consciousness. Stephen, we cannot
underestimate the power of this mission.
St: Thank you, oh my God, that’s exactly what we needed to say.
J: It says 8:13 on the clock. When you said you were sending me the book, and to send the
letter to bring this book to the social media, I told you and Sean that the 131313 cannot be
open (for this), because there are so many important things so many people are doing. It has
to be the messages that are channeled and transcribed, and that are important to the
Chronicles of Ibis. Then, as I was telling you that I don't have social media right now, I thought,
“you need to channel for Stephen about this book”. But, because I have been quite frankly
incredibly challenged with my son this week, (it has not been an easy week), I said, “I don't
know if I can do this”.
But when the Fed Ex came yesterday, I heard Spirit say very clearly, "open the package.
Tomorrow morning you must open this book." And then I heard, “you need to spend time with
it” -- which is important you understand that I don't read very many books -- because I can't. I
have to come from the authentic source, bringing it in from Universal Consciousness. I can't
read a lot of other people's material; I have so much in my own archives.
The moment I touched this book, I felt the spirit of it and I knew that there is something useful,
helpful and important for me personally when I read this book. It will help me. It will strengthen
me. That is going to happen to people at every different level, every different level, from people
who are in their mastery to people who are struggling, because there is this Eucharist of Light
that is being offered to every single human being who opens this book.
Then I decided to sit with the book today and not channel for you this morning. At 7:45 AM, I
opened it, and I read the introduction and something happened inside me. I could feel it,
Stephen. I could feel the power of this Scripture of Light. Then I called you to tell you, “let's do
our session tomorrow”, and I just started bringing in the Great Wisdom for you. To see a
beautiful mirror of love -- that gives a greater perspective on the preciousness of this
transmission that you have brought through, of this Eucharist of Light. And you’re right -- the
photographs are actually living images.
Just this moment I turned the page to page 29, and I saw Yogananda's face and I felt (as
though I was) in Yogananda's presence.
St: Very much so, very strong.
J: That's what’s happening -- every photograph in this book is a window of light to the soul of the
person in the photograph. And every single individual whose photograph is in this book is generously
pouring forth their love to the person who turns the page. And that’s what we’re being asked to do, to
turn the page as I just did. I suggest every single person who reads this book opens it with the same
intention you have when you open the Bible to receive a message -- which I just did. As I was speaking,
I heard "turn the page," and I opened to page 29, "Do not take this changing picture of life and
death seriously. Behold your immortality! It is the most joyous realization you can experience."

St: Beautiful quote.
J: Yogananda, Autobiography of a Yogi. And as I look at his presence in the window of light in
this photograph and the glow in his eyes, I feel at this moment a spiritual connection to this
Master that has guided me personally on my journey of faith, on my journey of service.
So please, Stephen, use this speaking and put it out there to people so that they can hear
what I have to say about this book. Sean will get it transcribed and give it to you, because I feel
what is happening is at this moment, at this moment with this trinity, you and I and Sean, is
that the alchemy of all that I have come into the body to be and do in my life, in my service, the
alchemy of Sean's service and the alchemy of your service, is coming together in the
crystalline heart, that that vibration will be transmitted through this message.
St: So be it.
J: Stephen, I am honored to be of service.
St: Thank you. I am honored to have you, Judith, thank you so much. Bless your heart eternally.
J: Blessed be, so be it and so it is.
Oh my God, I am seeing you in the origins of the Gospels of Light in the Essene Mysteries. I
am seeing you praying the Essene prayers of the devotion of the Mother of Life and our holy
Mother Earth and the Father of Creation, the Creator of All That Is.
I know that when the truth of the Essene Gospels were removed by the Roman dictators, there
were those Essenes who promised to reincarnate to bring this truth into the minds, the hearts
and the souls of people all over the world. Because what began with a small group of Essenes,
of which Jesus and Mary Magdalene were the heart of those White Essenes, you were there.
And you have been there for many lifetimes going back to Enoch. And each time, you
promised God that, when the moment came, these truths could be revealed to the masses
who were seeking love, who will make a difference through their lives. You promised God
lifetime after lifetime -- and Stephen, this book is a fulfillment of that promise.
St: Oh my God, that is my answered prayer. Thank you, Judith.
J. Holy Mother/Father God, heavenly Creation, Divine Mastery of Light, as I place my hands
upon this scripture of love, I bless this with all that I can and all that I am able to as a Divine
Being. I call forth the Angels to carry each one of these manuscripts, each Scripture of Light,
each book of love, into the hands of those that shall receive it as our Master Jesus taught us,
let those who have eyes see and those that have ears hear.
Mother/Father God, let this be the manuscript of love that opens the heart and helps the
people see and hear the wisdom of the Masters. Thank you, Creator God, for Stephen's
dedication, for his love in the world and for his vision that is manifest through this Scripture of
Light. All One Era. Thank you, Creator, All One Era. Thanks Blessed Light. May we come
together in unity in this year and in the years to come to bring this Great Light upon the Earth.
Blessed be, so be it and so it is.
I turn the page just one more time to page 110 and it is the end of the Bhagavad Gita verse,
and then there is Krishna, 18:12, "When work is done for a reward, the work brings pleasure,

or pain, or both, in its time; but when a man does work in Eternity, then Eternity is his reward."
And Stephen, that is your reward for writing this book.
St: Oh Judith, thank you. It is our Eternity. We are all One -- Forever Beings. Beautiful place to
be.
J: Thank you, and I feel better than what I felt before I called you.
St: I feel better than I felt before you called me.
J: Sean, thank you for being here. Are you there, Sean?
Sean: I am here overwhelmed with emotion.
St: Me too, I am crying.
J: Okay. I will spend time with this book today.
St: Bless your heart.
J: And I will receive all the blessings. We all need all the blessings we can get. Stephen.
St: We sure do.
J: And encouragement, right.
St: Yes, lots of encouragement. Sean, you do such beautiful work, I am going to take a ride up and see
you.
S: You are always welcome, Stephen.

